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l. Answer arry three of the following : l0x3=30

ial How does the poet of Sonnet 1 i6, define
true love?

(b) Discuss how the dramatic monologue
gradually reveals the character of the
Duke and his Duchess tt Mg Last
Dtdl,ess.
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Explain with illustrations the central
philosophy embedded in Donne's
The Sun Rising.

Describe the significance of the chalce
meeting between the astroioger and

Guru Nayak.

What are the principles of good writing
laid down by L. A. Hill?

How does Chaudhuri contrast the
Englishman and the Indian with regard

to their attitude towards moneY?

Read the passage given below and answer
the questions that follow :

India is chiefly an agricuitural land. The

cultivation of crops depends on a Proper
supply of water throughout the year. Since

olden times, iarge parts of our country have

suffered from periods of too much rain,
alternating with periods of drought. People

have known that if surplus water of the flood

seasons can be stored away for use in the

{ie1ds during the dry seasons, the problem

would be soived. Unfortunately, they have

had neither the knowledge nor the means to

do much in this matter. What little they

knew, they have tried to put into practice'

They have dug canals to carry away water
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from the great perennial rivers. This was
heavy ald expensive work and practicable
for only a small area. large tanks were
excavated and small dams built to hold water
or hold back floods. But it has not been
possible to do anything on a countr5rwide
scale.

Questons :

(a) How has our country suffered since
olden times? 2

(b) What have they been doing regarding
the matter? 2

(c) Why have they not been able to do
much? 2

(d) Ptck out words from the passage which
have the same meaning i 7x4=4

/y' Coming by turns
/u/ Want of rain

/ur/ Flowing the whole year
(iu) Dttg

Write a prdcis of the following and give it
a suitable title : 10
Throughout the world anima.ls are being
exterminated because their furs have a high
market value. Fashion bears a hear4r
responsibility for the hunting of these wild
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creatures. Once lots of jaguars are
slaughtered in South America; cheetahs in
Africa; leopards in Asia. A11 the iarge cats are
in danger of extinction, although they are
among the world's rarest and most beautiful
animals. Would you wear a leopard-skin
coat, if you knew that fourteen of these
animals had been kilIed to mal<e the coat?
And this is only the beginning. Whales are
slaughtered and are in danger of
extermination because whale oil is used in
cosmetics and in other preparations. T\rrtles
are becoming rare partly because people eat
turtle soup; crocodiles and alligators are
killed to make handbags and shoes.
Expensive scent is based on musk from civet
cats.

Great damage to the animal world is also
inflicted by wasteful and cruel methods of
hunting animals for zoos, wildlife parks,
circuses, and the pet trade, although t.I:e frrst
two of these have done great service in
protecting rare species. The whole subject of
animals in captivity raises questions to
which one may give different answets.
Naturalists and nature lovers are individuals.
They do not all think alike. One would enjoy
seeing elephants performing in the circus
rings; another worild be sickened by the sight
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of animals trained to do tricks. One would
keep wild animals as pets; another wouid
consider it wrong to take such creatures from
their natural surroundings, and tame them,
maling tJ:em into something different from
what they are by nature.
Now-a-days, in the twentieth century, man
often seems to be living in an artificia,l world
of his own making, too far removed from ttre
rest of the natural world. Perhaps he needs
to learn alresh that he cannot survive if he
destroys too much of nature's network-the
fabric of life in a living world.

***
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SEC"TIoN-A

( Marks : 10 )

1. Tick (/) the correct answer from those given in tJre
brackets to fill in the blanks (any fi.uel : 1xS=5

(a) I.ove is not Time's

0 friend ( )

(it fool ( )

/iir,) mistress ( )
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(b) Her father was a renowned

0 advocate ( )

(iil engineer ( )

(iiil joumalist ( )

(c.) Where are the songs of . '...? AY,

where are they?

(r) Summer ( )

/iil Autumn ( )

/ar.) Spring ( )

/d/ This bed thy centre is, these walls thy

(i/ globe ( )

ftn sPhere ( )

(iii) orb ( )

rrlGENG (ii) (b)/213
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(e) Arrd every spirit upon earth seemed
.'......."......... as I.

(t) fervourless ( )

_ (ir,/ lifeless ( )

0A vigourless ( )

A And fill all fruits lrith ripeness to the

/y' brim ( )

(u) end ( )

(iii) core ( )

(g) Like strings from broken

(t) instruments ( )

@ harps ( )

(iir,) lyres ( )

rrlGENG (ii) tb)/213
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2. Put a Tick (/) mark in the brackets against the
correct alternatives larry fiuel: 1x5=5

(Q How much did the astrologer charge his
customers for each question?

O Three pies ( )

(iii Three annas ( )

(iirl TWelve and a half annas ( )

(b) Ttre astrologer transacted his business under
the bough of a big

O Banyan tree ( ')

(iil Palm tree ( )

(iiiJ Tamarind tree ( )

(c) Hiuen Tsang was given the title

(t) Master of Nalanda ( )

@ Master of PataliPutra ( )

(iii/ Master of the Universe ( )
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(d) Tl:e word Hiroshima means

A) the broad Island ( )

@ the narrow Island ( )

(iii) the flat Island ( )

(e) To be a successful writer, you must write

(, impressively ( )

(u) interestingly ( )

/iif self-consciously ( )

A In order to illustrate the kind of things to avoid
while writing, L. A. Hill takes a passage from
which of the following novels by Charles
Dickens?

0 Oliuer TLuist ( )

(u) Gred Expectations ( )

(iii) Dauid Copperfield ( )

(g) The chief architect of victory in the Pacific was

0 General MacArthur ( )

@ General Fitch ( )

1iry' Bilfinger ( )
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SECTION_B

( Marks: 15 )

3. Answer the following in short, direct sentences
(any fiue\' 3x5=15

(a) Who were the first Americans to see photos of
Hiroshima taken on the ground after the atomic

explosion?

rrlGENG (ii) (b)/213
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(b) What are the signs that show the coming of
Winter?
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E;<plain what Chaudhuri means by the terms
'the Misers' and'the Speidthrifts'.
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(d/ Mention any two of the Duke's complaints
against his previous wife.
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(e) What advice did the astrologer give to Guru
Nayak towards the end of their meeting?
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A Why does tJre speaker of ?he Sun Rising say that
the sun is ?ralf as happy as we?

rrlGENG (ii) (b)/213
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@ Wtry is 1917 a memorable year for Nehru?
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(h) How can we improve our vocabulary according to
L. A. Hill?

***
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